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Abstract
In this work, we present graph star net (GraphStar), a novel and unified graph neural
net architecture which utilizes message-passing relay and attention mechanism
for multiple prediction tasks - node classification, graph classification and link
prediction. GraphStar addresses many earlier challenges facing graph neural nets
and achieves non-local representation without increasing the model depth or bearing
heavy computational costs. We also propose a new method to tackle topic-specific
sentiment analysis based on node classification and text classification as graph
classification. Our work shows that “star nodes” can learn effective graph-data
representation and improve on current methods for the three tasks. Specifically,
for graph classification and link prediction, GraphStar outperforms the current
state-of-the-art models by 2-5% on several key benchmarks.
1 Introduction
Relational data, consisted of nodes, sub-graphs and edges, has a vast range of applications from
sentiment analysis, text classification to protein and enzyme interactions. Graphs have implicit,
complex topological structures and relationships, and graph models capable of internalizing these
structures have achieved state-of-the-art performances for many task [30]. For data representation,
graphs are more universal than conventional pairwise relationships, and machine learning approaches
for graph analysis mainly focus on three primary tasks: node classification, graph classification and
link prediction [10, 11, 15].
Graph data models a set of subjects/ entities (nodes) and their inter-relationships (edges). In a
simplest classification setting, the model attempts to predict unlabeled nodes by the surrounding
labeled nodes. The graph domain is also categorized into spectral and non-spectral approaches.
Spectral approaches often work with methods to represent the graph. Non-spectral approaches often
conduct local-convolutions on the graph in the neighborhood [5, 19]. In order to capture the global
state, a local conventional model has to increase its depth, but this may encounter an over-smoothing
issue [30, 3, 9]. On the other hand, [22] tackles non-local representation to capture long-range
dependencies, using fully-connected-nodes attention and aggregating all features of all positions as a
weighted sum, resulting in a high computational complexity. Our model aims at capturing the global
state without increasing the model depth and using fully-connected attention. The codes for essential
experiments will be released at https://github.com/graph-star-team/graph_star.
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Graph Attention Networks, instead of using convolutional neural networks (CNN) as in [5], proposes
a graph attention layer, which compared to CNNs can specify different weights to different nodes
within a neighborhood [19]. They adopt the multi-head attention mechanism [19, 1], allowing
for predictions of new-node and previously unseen graphs, a transductive-to-inductive approach.
However, it does not allow for deep-neighborhood representation, which lessens the model capability
to understand context. [22] addresses this issue with a self-attention approach to capture global state
without increasing the model depth.
Star Transformer [4] changes the original fully-connected attention structure to one with a virtual
message-passing relay, reducing the number of connections from quadratic to linear [4]. The
design has the potential of capturing long-range dependency, aggregating both local and non-local
compositionality [4]. Our work has shown improvement upon previous results while simplifying the
model structure and improving the computational efficiency.
In this work, we introduce Graph Star Net (GraphStar), an inductive framework which extends the
information boundary through relay nodes to aggregate global information. To our best knowledge,
we have not seen another architecture which utilizes the virtual relay concept in graph modeling
and aggregating local and non-local information. Our main contributions lie in addressing many
previous limitations and unifying the approaches in multiple tasks for node classification, graph
classification and link prediction simultaneously. We also proposed a new node-classification-based,
topic-specific sentiment analysis method as well as graph-classification-based, text classification
method. Compared with the previous node-classification-based transductive models such as [23, 27],
our model can easily be used for unseen, new document predictions.
GraphStar utilizes the unique data representation via an information relay across the graph and
trains the model to: (1) perform inductive tasks on previously unseen graph data; (2) aggregate
both local and long-range information, making the model globally-aware, extracting high-level
abstraction typically not represented in individual node features; (3) the relays serve as a hierarchical
representation of the graphs and can be directly used for graph classification tasks.
2 GraphStar Model Architecture
In this section, we present the star relay function and the updating process and describe the theoretical
and implementation advantages. Generally, our approaches will be divided into three steps: star
initialization, updating of the real nodes and the updating of the stars. In each layer of the model,
the second and third steps occur in a cyclical manner layer-by-layer in the updating process, and our
goal is to train a multi-purpose model to represent local and global compositionality for different
prediction tasks. Our model setup primarily follows the landmark works of [19, 22] as well as [4].
Figure 1: Graph Star Architecture. Left: Corresponding to Step 2, local compositionality updates for real
nodes. Node i uses the representations of its neighbors, including itself, and the star in the layer t to get its own
representation in layer (t+1). Right: Corresponding to Step 3, star global compositionality updates. To update the
star, the model uses the updated representations of all nodes in the layer (t+1) and its own representation in layer
t to get star’s representation in (t+1). This star, connected to all nodes, is a natural hierarchical representation of
the whole graph.
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The input to our model is a graph G(A,F ), where ARNb×Nb is adjacency matrix and FRn×d
is the feature matrix, and each node has d features, and Nb is the number of nodes in a graph. We
describe the graph with a set of learned features in each layer Ht = (
−→
h 1,
−→
h 2, ...,
−→
h Nb),
−→
h tiRd,
and F = (
−→
f 1,
−→
f 2, ...,
−→
f Nb),
−→
f iRd is the initial representation of the node i and t being the layer
number.
Step 1: Initial Representation of the Star
Let
−→
F mean = mean(F
0), F Rd. We have the initial star representation
−→
S (0) =
σ(
∑
iNb
αinit,iW
init
V
−→
f i), where
αinit,i =
exp(< W initQ
−→
F mean,W
init
K
−→
f i >)∑
kNb
exp(< W initQ
−→
F mean,W initK
−→
f k >)
(1)
< −→a ,−→b > is the dot product of −→a ,−→b , σ is the non-linear activation function and
W initQ ,W
init
K ,W
init
V follow the standard Transformer setup [18].
Step 2: Real Node Update
Here we use multi-head attention to conduct real node update [19]. Inspired by rGCN [13], we treat
node-to-neighborhood under relation rR, node-to-star and node-to-self as three types of relations,
with the first one corresponding to the number of relations in the graph. The node importance under
relation r is controlled by attention coefficients. We define the self-self, self-star and self-neighbor
under relation r as controlled by WV 0, WV S and WrV 1, respectively. The work presented in our
paper is based on the special case R = 1, making it single-type relation link prediction. The
node update can be represented by
h
(t+1)
i =
NHeadn
m
σ(
∑
rR
∑
jNri
αmijrW
m(t)
rV 1 h
(t)
j + α
m
is,r=sW
m(t)
V S S
t + αmi0,r=0W
m(t)
V 0 h
t
i), (2)
where
f
represents the concatenation of all multi-heads, Nri is the neighbors of node i under relation
rR. Nhead is the number of heads in the multi-head attention setting. The multi-head outputs are
then concatenated as the representation of t+ 1 layer. Here we define
∑ˆm
=
∑
rR
∑
kNri
exp(< W
m(t)
Q h
(t)
i ,W
m(t)
rV 1 h
(t)
k >)+
exp(< W
m(t)
Q h
(t)
i ,W
m(t)
V S S
(t) >) + exp(< W
m(t)
Q h
(t)
i ,W
m(t)
V 0 h
(t)
i >), (3)
and the attention coefficients can thus be represented by
αmijr =
exp(< W
m(t)
Q h
(t)
i ,W
m(t)
rV 1 h
(t)
j >)∑ˆm ,
αmis,r=s =
exp(< W
m(t)
Q h
(t)
i ,W
m(t)
V S S
(t) >)∑ˆm ,
αmi0,r=0 =
exp(< W
m(t)
Q h
(t)
i ,W
m(t)
V 0 h
(t)
i >)∑ˆm .
It should be noted that for all relations, we adopt a parameter sharing scheme WK∗ =WV ∗.
Step 3: Star Update
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Following step 1 and step 2, after we got the real node representation at layer t + 1, we can now
update the star nodes via
S(t+1) =
NHeadn
m
σ(
∑
jNb
αms,jW
m(t)
V h
(t+1)
j + α
m
s,sW
m(t)
V S
t). (4)
We define
∑ˆm
s
=
∑
kNb
exp(< WmQ S
t,WmK h
(t+1)
k >) + exp(< W
m(t)
Q S
t,WmK S
t >) , and
the attention coefficients are thus
αms,j =
exp(< WmQ S
(t),WmK h
(t+1)
j >)∑ˆm
s
,
αms,s =
exp(< WmQ S
(t),WmK S
(t) >)∑ˆm
s
.
3 Multi-Task Setup
Node Classification
For node classification tasks, following standard graph neural setup described in [19, 13] we take the
GraphStar model’s final layer output in (2) and apply the standard softmax activation function. We
then minimize the cross-entropy loss conventional in classification model training tasks.
Graph Classification
From the output of (4), in GraphStar, star and this virtual node are connected via other real nodes
through attention mechanism, naturally forming hierarchical representation of the graph, meaning
S(t) is a natural representation of the graph’s global state. We use the final layer output of the star for
graph classification.
Link Predictions
Here we present the application of GraphStar in single-relation data sets. From (2) We treat the
GraphStar model as an encoder for node embedding, and link prediction is a downstream task. A
standard setup is to make predictions on subject, relation, object (s, r, o) as described in [13]. The
decoder is a score function f(s, r, o) : Rd× R ×Rd → R. The score function for the single-relation
experiments is the DistMult [26]: f(s, r, o) = eTs Rreo.
Following [26, 17, 13], we train the model with negative sampling, and for a given positive example,
we sample one negative sample through a randomized method to the subject or the object, with
cross-entropy loss function.
4 Experimental Evaluation
We demonstrate the results for node classification, graph classification and link prediction tasks. We
also developed several graph data sets based on standard text classification and sentiment analysis
dataset IMDB.
4.1 Datasets
Node Classification Tasks. For node classification, GraphStar is tested on three popular transductive
learning benchmarks - Cora, Citeseer and PubMed, and one inductive learning benchmark - PPI.
Topic-Specific Sentiment Analysis. Here, we propose a new method to tackle sentiment analysis
based on node classification and use IMDB-binary dataset as an example. This dataset was originally
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not a graph task; it is usually treated as a natural language processing task (NLP). It is a binary
sentiment analysis consisting of 50,000 reviews labeled as either positive or negative.
Our innovation is to turn the pure NLP task into a graph data task based on document embedding.
First, for IMBD, we use a pre-trained large Bert model to document encoding [1], and we treat every
film review as a node in a graph. We then link the nodes (film reviews) which belong to the same topic
and create a graph dataset. This approach is highly generalizable to most topic-specific classification
tasks.
Table 1: Summary of Classification Datasets for Node Classification and Link Predictions.The notation |O+|:|O-|
describes the ratio of positive and negative edges. More details regarding these datasets can be found in [14, 21]
Graph Classification task. For graph classification tasks, we use Enzymes, D&D, Proteins and
Mutag as our evaluation benchmarks. The description of the data is summarized in Table 2.
Text Classification Tasks. For text classification, we use R8, R52, MR, 20 News Group and
Ohsumed as our benchmarks. Different from previous text graph-based models[23, 27], here we
conduct the text classification as graph classification instead of node classifications. In a real life
setting, a trained model should be inductive, which can be used to directly make predictions on new
texts or documents. In the GraphStar setup, every document corresponds to one graph, and in the
graph, every node is a word. If two words appear in the same sliding window, then these two words
are linked via an edge. The same words with different context are treated as different nodes. In this
way, although the initial word share the same feature, the outputs embedding of the words will be
different. For 20 News Group, due to the text length, maximum being over 15000, same words are
treated as the same node, and we truncate the text length at 3072. We divide the original training data
into 90% of training data and 10% of validation data, leaving the test data out of the training cycles.
For our experiments, we report the test data results. The summary of the data is in Table 3.
Table 2: Graph Classification Datasets
Table 3: Summary of Text Classification Datasets for Graph Classification
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Link Prediction. For link prediction, following [16], we use Cora, Citeseer, Pubmed as key bench-
marks, and the data description is in Table 1.
4.2 Results
The experimental results are summarized in Table 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 for transductive node classification,
inductive node classification, graph classification, graph text classification and link prediction. All
reported results are based on 10 runs. We adopt the Adam optimizer, and the margins of error are
provided in the parenthesis.
Node Classification
For the transductive tasks, all tasks share the same parameters and are not optimized individually
for different datasets, and the only variations are the initial learning rates and L2 regularization
settings. We use the attention coefficient dropout rate = 0.2. The number of GraphStar layers = 2,
the number of attention head per layer Nhead = 8, hidden unit size per head is 16, and the hidden
unit’s dropout rate is 0.7. For the training, we keep the best model achieving the highest validation
accuracy given the patience setting of 50 epochs. The initialization of the star nodes is based on the
mean of raw features of the nodes. During training, for Cora, Citeseer and Pubmed, we apply the
L2 regularization with ρ = 0.002, ρ = 0.004, and ρ = 0.0001, and the initial learning rates are set
to be 0.001, 0.001 and 0.005, respectively. The initial learning rates for PPI and IMDB are 0.0002
and 0.0001, respectively. The L2 setting is ρ = 0 for both PPI and IMDB. For both data sets, the
attention coefficient and the hidden unit dropout rates are both 0.2 with 3 layers. The number of
hidden units per head is 128 for PPI and 256 for IMDB.
For transductive tasks, the GraphStar classification accuracy is measured against the results in
[2, 19, 23, 16, 29]. For inductive task the reported results are in Table 4, based on [2, 5, 19, 25]; the
GraphStar model achieves better performance than the current state-of-the-art models for the PPI
dataset.
Table 4: Results of transductive and inductive node classification experiments. Left: Results of transductive
experiments on Cora, Citeseer and Pubmed datasets for multiple landmark model architectures [2, 19, 23, 16, 29].
Right: Results of inductive experiment in terms of micro-average F1 scores on the PPI dataset [2, 5, 19, 25]
.
Table 5: Results of inductive IMDB node classification experiments with reported results based on [6, 12, 24]
The IMDB sentiment analysis is reported in Table 5. The GraphStar is shown to outperform the
current state-of-the-art results after only 130 seconds of training time on V100 GPU.
Graph Classification / Graph-based Text Classification.
For graph classification, we report the current state-of-the-art results in Table 6. For text classification,
the current state-of-the-art results are reported and compared against our model[20, 28, 8] and
reported in Table 7.
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For Enzymes, Proteins, D&D and Mutag classification tasks, we use the attention coefficient dropout
rate and the hidden unit dropout rate of 0.2. The number of GraphStar layers = 3, the number of
attention head Nhead = 4. The learning rates are 0.0005 for all datasets. The L2 regularization is
0.0001, 0.001, 0.001, 0.0 and the hidden unit sizes per head are 16, 128, 16 and 16 for Enzymes,
Proteins, D&D and Mutag, respectively. For all datasets, we perform 10-fold cross-validation for
model evaluation, and the resulting accuracy and margins are based on the 10 runs.
For the text classification tasks, we use the attention coefficient dropout rate = 0.3. The number of
GraphStar layers = 3, the number of attention head Nhead = 4, hidden unit size per head is 128, and
the hidden unit’s dropout rate is 0.3. For the training, we keep the modes with the best validation
accuracy given the patience setting of 20 epochs. During training, we apply the learning rate of 0.01
and L2 regularization with ρ = 0.002 for all datasets.
Table 6: Results of Graph Classification tasks. Left: Science datasets. Right: Text classification datasets.
Table 7: Results of graph text classification tasks.
Link Prediction Task.
The evaluation metric for link prediction task is the average of the AUC and AP scores. The number
of attention head Nhead = 4, the number of layer is 3, initial learning rate is 0.0002, and the L2
regularization setting is 0.0005. The same setting is applied to all datasets for link prediction except
the hidden size per layer and dropout. The attention coefficient dropout is 0 for all datasets, and
the hidden layer dropout rate is 0.2 for Cora and 0 for Citeseer and Pubmed. The hidden unit size
per head is 512 for Cora and Citeseer, and 128 for Pubmed. For the training, we keep the model
achieving the highest average of the AUC and AP scores on the validation set, given the patience
setting of 300 epochs.
For link prediction, the [7, 16] state-of-the-art results are reported. Link prediction performance is
reported as the combined average of AUC and AP scores.
Table 8: Results of link prediction experiments.
4.3 Analysis of Results
In this section, we study the inductive node classification training size effect and the stability of graph
classification. For PPI dataset, we gradually reduce the original training set graph size and give them
to validation and test sets. The result is reported in Table 9.
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The result indicates that for PPI, GraphStar is particular effective such that, even if we reduce the
training size drastically, the training accuracy can still achieve reasonable performance. We also
observe the same effect in the IMDB dataset such that, by reducing the original training size of 25000
to 1997 and treating the 23003 as extra validation set, the model still maintains the accuracy of 94.0%
on the test set.
Table 9: Result of training effectiveness of GraphStar and training size reduction on PPI dataset
Figure 2: Stability for test accuracy in 10-fold cross-validation training in graph classification. Left: Result for
Enzymes dataset. Right: Result for Protein dataset
Additionally, we also study the stability of 10-fold cross validation process for graph classification
and present it in Figure 2. The process for Enzyme and Protein data sets are presented here, and
as the graph indicates, the experiments are conducted on the 10-fold validation across epochs. All
reported accuracy are based on experiment setups described above. The figure indicates that for
graph classification, the test results can have high fluctuation for those datasets, and our best results,
compared with the current state-of-the-art models, have considerably higher accuracy.
5 Conclusion
We have presented graph star net (GraphStar) which can be used in three general graph tasks
(node classification, graph classification and link prediction). GraphStar, without incurring heavy
computation costs, is able to map the global state effectively. Lastly, we also propose novel approaches
to conduct topic-specific sentiment analysis and text classification with graph models. GraphStar has
achieved state-of-the-art performance across all tasks.
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